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Unit 1
Three Phase AC Circuits
Introduction
Three-phase systems are commonly used in generation, transmission and distribution of electric power. Power in a
three-phase system is constant rather than pulsating and three-phase motors start and run much better than singlephase motors. A three-phase system is a generator-load pair in which the generator produces three sinusoidal

There are two types of system available in electric circuit, single phase and three phase system. In single phase
circuit, there will be only one phase, i.e the current will flow through only one wire and there will be one return
path called neutral line to complete the circuit. So in single phase minimum amount of power can be transported.
Here the generating station and load station will also be single phase. This is an old system using from previous
time.
In polyphase system, that more than one phase can be used for generating, transmitting and for load system. Three
phase circuit is the polyphase system where three phases are send together from the generator to the load. Each
phase are having a phase difference of 120°, i.e 120° angle electrically. So from the total of 360°, three phases are
equally divided into 120° each. The power in three phase system is continuous as all the three phases are involved
in generating the total power. The sinusoidal waves for 3 phase system is shown below The three phases can be
used as single phase each. So if the load is single phase, then one phase can be taken from the three phase circuit
and the neutral can be used as ground to complete the circuit..
The phase voltages va(t), vb(t) and vc(t) are as follows

v a  Vm cos t



cost  240  ,

v b V m cos t  120 
v c  Vm



the corresponding phasors are

Va  Vm


Vb  Vm e  j120



Vc  Vm e  j240 .
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Basic three Phase Circuit
Advantages of Three Phase is preferred Over Single Phase
The three phase system can be used as three single phase line so it can act as three single phase system. The three
phase generation and single phase generation is same in the generator except the arrangement of coil in the
generator to get 120° phase difference. The conductor needed in three phase circuit is 75% that of conductor
needed in single phase circuit. And also the instantaneous power in single phase system falls down to zero as in
single phase we can see from the sinusoidal curve but in three phase system the net power from all the phases gives
a continuous power to the load. the will have better and higher efficiency compared to the single phase system.
In three phase circuit, connections can be given in two types:
1. Star connection
2. Delta connection
STAR CONNECTION
In star connection, there is four wire, three wires are phase wire and fourth is neutral which is taken from the star
point. Star connection is preferred for long distance power transmission because it is having the neutral point. In
this we need to come to the concept of balanced and unbalanced current in power system.
When equal current will flow through all the three phases, then it is called as balanced current. And when the
current will not be equal in any of the phase, then it is unbalanced current. In this case, during balanced condition
there will be no current flowing through the neutral line and hence there is no use of the neutral terminal. But when
there will be unbalanced current flowing in the three phase circuit, neutral is having a vital role. It will take the
unbalanced current through to the ground and protect the transformer. Unbalanced current affects transformer and
it may also cause damage to the transformer and for this star connection is preferred for long distance transmission.

THE STAR CONNECTION
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In star connection, the line voltage is √3 times of phase voltage. Line voltage is the voltage between two phases in
three phase circuit and phase voltage is the voltage between one phase to the neutral line. And the current is same
for both line and phase. It is shown as expression below

Delta Connection
In delta connection, there is three wires alone and no neutral terminal is taken. Normally delta connection is
preferred for short distance due to the problem of unbalanced current in the circuit. The figure is shown below for
delta connection. In the load station, ground can be used as neutral path if required.

In delta connection, the line
voltage is same with that of phase voltage. And the line current is √3 times of phase current. It is shown as
expression below,
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In three phase circuit, star and delta connection can be arranged in four different ways1.
2.
3.
4.

Star-Star connection
Star-Delta connection
Delta-Star connection
Delta-Delta connection

Phase Sequence

But the power is independent of the circuit arrangement of the three phase system. The net power in the circuit will
be same in both star and delta connection. The power in three phase circuit can be calculated from the equation
below,

Since there is three phases, so the multiple of 3 is made in the normal power equation and the PF is power factor.
Power factor is a very important factor in three phase system and some times due to certain error, it is corrected by
using capacitors.
ANALYSIS OF BALANCED THREE PHASE CIRCUITS
In a balanced system, each of the three instantaneous voltages has equal amplitudes, but is separated from the
other voltages by a phase angle of 120. The three voltages (or phases) are typically labeled a, b and c. The
common reference point for the three phase voltages is designated as the neutral connection and is labeled
as n.
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A three-phase system is shown in Fig 1. In a special case all impedances are identical

Za = Zb = Zc = Z

Such a load is called a balanced load and is described by equations

Ia 

Va
Z

Ib 

Vb
Z

Ic 

Vc
.
Z

Using KCL, we have

I n  Ia  I b  Ic 

1
 Va  Vb  Vc  ,(4)
Z

Fig. 1









Va  Vb  Vc  Vm 1  e  j120  e  j240 
 1
3 1
3
  0.
 Vm 1  cos 120   j sin 120   cos 240   j sin 240   Vm 1   j
 j
2 2
2 
 2





From the above result, we obtain I n  0 .
Since the current flowing though the fourth wire is zero, the wire can be removed
Va

Ia

Z

Vb

Ib

Z
n’

n
Vc

Ic

Z

Fig. 2
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ANALYSIS OF UNBALANCED LOADS
Three-phase systems deliver power in enormous amounts to single-phase loads such as lamps, heaters, airconditioners, and small motors. It is the responsibility of the power systems engineer to distribute these loads
equally among the three-phases to maintain the demand for power fairly balanced at all times. While good
balance can be achieved on large power systems, individual loads on smaller systems are generally unbalanced
and must be analyzed as unbalanced three phase systems.
When the three phases of the load are not identical, an unbalanced system is produced. An unbalanced Yconnected system is shown in Fig.1. The system of Fig.1 contains perfectly conducting wires connecting the source
to the load. Now we consider a more realistic case where the wires are represented by impedances Z p and the
neutral wire connecting n and n’ is represented by impedance Zn

the node n as the datum, we express the currents Ia, Ib, Ic and In in terms of the node voltage Vn

Ia 

Va  Vn
Za  Zp

Ib 

Vb  Vn
Zb  Zp

Ic 

Vc  Vn
Zc  Zp

In 

Vn
Zn

The node equation is
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Vn Va  Vn Vb  Vn Vc  Vn



0
Zn Za  Zp Zb  Zp Zc  Zp

And

Vn 

Va
Vb
Vc


Za  Zp Zb  Zp Zc  Zp
1
1
1
1



Zn Za  Zp Zb  Zp Zc  Zp

Power in three-phase circuits
In the balanced systems, the average power consumed by each load branch is the same and given by

~
Pav  Veff Ieff cos 

where Veff is the effective value of the phase voltage, Ieff is the effective value of the phase current and  is the
angle of the impedance. The total average power consumed by the load is the sum of those consumed by each
branch, hence, we have

~
Pav  3Pav  3Veff Ieff cos 
In the balanced Y systems, the phase current has the same amplitude as the line current Ieff  Ieff L ,

whereas the line voltage has the effective value Veff L which is

3 times greater than the effective value of the

phase voltage, Veff L  3Veff . Hence, using (22), we obtain

Pav  3

Veff L  
Ieff L cos  

3 Veff L Ieff L cos 

3

Similarly, we derive

Px  3 Veff  L  I eff  L sin 
In the unbalanced systems, we add the powers of each phase

Pav   Veff  a I eff  a cos  a   Veff  b I eff  b cos  b   Veff  c I eff  c cos  c
Px   Veff  a  I eff  a sin  a   Veff  b  I eff  b sin  b   Veff  c  I eff  c sin  c
Three wattmeter method
In order to measure the average power in a three-phase Y-connected load, we use three wattmeters connected as
shown.
The reading of the wattmeter W1 is

PW1 
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Similarly, W2 and W3 measure the average power of the load branch b and c, respectively. Thus, the sum of the
three readings will give the total average power. This method of the average power measurement is valid for both
balanced and unbalanced Y-connected loads. Note that in the case of a balanced Y-connected load all three
readings are identical and therefore we use only one wattmeter
Measurement of Three Phase Power by Three Wattcmeters Method
The circuit diagram is shown below-
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Here, it is applied to three phase four wire systems, current coil of all the three wattmeters marked as one, two and
three are connected to respective phases marked as one, two and three. Pressure coils of all the three wattmeter are
connected to common point at neutral line. Clearly each wattmeter will give reading as product of phase current
and line voltage which is phase power. The resultant sum of all the readings of wattmeter will give the total power
of the circuit. Mathematically we can

Measurement of Three Phase Power by Two Wattmeters Method
In this method we have two types of connections
(a) Star connection of loads
(b) Delta connection of loads.
When the star connected load, the diagram is shown in below-

For star connected load clearly the reading of wattmeter one is product phase current and voltage difference (V2V3). Similarly the reading of wattmeter two is the product of phase current and the voltage difference (V2-V3).
Thus the total power of the circuit is sum of the reading of both the wattmeters. Mathematically we can write

but we have I1+I2+I3=0,hence putting the value of I1+I2=-I3. We get total power as V1I1+V2I2+V3I3.
For delta connected load, the diagram is shown in below
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The reading of wattmeter one can be written as

and reading of wattmeter two is

but V1+V2+V3=0, hence expression for total power will reduce to V1I1+V2I2+V3I3.
Measurement of Three Phase Power by One Wattmeter Method
Limitation of this method is that it cannot be applied on unbalanced load. So under this condition we have
I1=I2=I3=I and V1=V2=V3=V.
Diagram is shown below:

Two switches are given which are marked as 1-3 and 1-2, by closing the switch 1-3 we get reading of
wattmeter as
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Similarly the reading of wattmeter when switch 1-2 is closed is
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UNIT II
DC AND AC TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
Introduction
In the preceding lesson, our discussion focused extensively on dc circuits having resistances with either inductor (
L ) or capacitor ( C ) (i.e., single storage element) but not both. Dynamic response of such first order system has
been studied and discussed in detail. The presence of resistance, inductance, and capacitance in the dc circuit
introduces at least a second order differential equation or by two simultaneous coupled linear first order differential
equations. We shall see in next section that the complexity of analysis of second order circuits increases
significantly when compared with that encountered with first order circuits. Initial conditions for the circuit
variables and their derivatives play an important role and this is very crucial to analyze a second order dynamic
system.
What is meant by Transients
Whenever a circuit is switched from one condition to another, either by a change in the applied source or a
change in the circuit elements, there is a transitional period during which the branch currents and element
voltages change from their former values to new ones. This period is called the transient. After the transient has
passed, the circuit is said to be in the steady state. Now, the linear differential equation that describes the circuit
will have two parts to its solution, the complementary function (or the homogeneous solution) and the particular
solution. The complementary function corresponds to the transient, and the particular solution to the steady
state.Hence the time-varying currents and voltages resulting from the sudden application of sources, usually due
to switching, are called transients. By writing circuit equations, we obtain integro differential equations.
Initial Conditions in Networks:
There are many reasons for studying initial (and final) conditions;
(i)

The most important reason is that initial conditions must be known to evaluate the arbitrary constants
that appear in the general solution of the differential equations
(ii)
(ii)The initial conditions give knowledge of the behavior of the elements at the instant of switching At
reference time t=0, the switch is closed (we assume that switch act in zero time). To differentiate
between the time immediately before and immediately after the operation of a switch, we will use –
ve and +ve signs. Thus conditions existing just before the switch is operated will be designated as i (0-), v (0-) etc.
Conditions after as i (0+), v (0+) etc. Initial conditions in a network depend on the past history of the network prior
to t =0 and the network structure at t = 0+, after switching. The evaluation of all voltages and currents and their
derivatives at t =0+, constitutes the evaluation of initial conditions.
Sometimes we use conditions at t =∞; these are known as final conditions.
The steps in determining the forced response for RLC circuits with dc sources are:
1. Replace capacitances with open circuits.
2. Replace inductances with short circuits.
3. Solve the remaining circuit
Series RL Circuit
Consider a circuit in which resistance is connected in series with inductor and voltage source of V volts, s applied
across it. Initially the switch is open. Let us say at time 't' we close the switch and the current 'i' starts flowing in
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the circuit but it does not attains its maximum value rapidly due to the presence of inductor in the circuit as we
know inductor has a property to oppose the change in the current flowing through it.

Apply Kirchhoff's voltage law in the above series RL circuit ,

Rearranging the above equation,

Integrating both sides, we get,

Now integrate right hand side by using substitution method,

Substituting the values we get,

We know that integration of,
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So we get,

By applying limits we get,

Simplifying again,

Taking antilog on both sides,

We know that e ln x = x, so we get,

Moving the term containing 'i' on one side we get,

The term L/R in the equation is called the Time Constant, ( τ ) of the RL series circuit, and it is defined as time
taken by the current to reach its maximum steady state value and the term V/R represents the final steady state
value of current in the circuit.
Series RC circuit
When a voltage is suddenly applied across a capacitor, which are previously uncharged, electrons shifting from
source to capacitor to source start immediately. In other words, accumulation of change in the capacitor starts
instantly. As the charge accumulating in the capacitor increases, the voltage developed across the capacitor
increases. The voltage developed across the capacitor approaches to supply voltage the rate of charge accumulation
in the capacitor decreases accordingly. When these two voltages become equal to each other there will be no more
flow of charge from source to capacitor. The flows of electrons from source to capacitor and capacitor to source
are nothing but electric current. At the beginning, this current will be maximum and after certain time the current
will become zero. The duration in which current changes in capacitor is known as transient period. The
phenomenon of charging current or other electrical quantities like voltage, in capacitor is known as transient.
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below, Now, if the switch S is suddenly closed, the current starts flowing through the circuit. Let us current at any
instant is i(t). Also consider the voltage developed at the capacitor at that instant is V c(t). Hence, by applying
Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law, in that circuit we get,

during

Putting

this

period

this

(t)

is

q

expression

coulomb,

of

Now, if transfer of charge

then

i(t)

i(t)

can

in

be

written

equation

as

Therefore,

(i)

we

get,

Now integrating both sides with respect to time we get,
Where, K is a
constant can be determined from initial condition. Let us consider the time t = 0 at the instant of switching on the

circuit putting t = 0 in above equation we get,
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be no voltage developed across capacitor at t = 0 as it was previously unchanged. Therefore,

Now if we put RC = t at above equation, we get
This RC or product of resistance and
capacitance of RC series circuit is known as time constant of the circuit. So, time constant of an RC circuit, is the
time for which voltage developed or dropped across the capacitor is 63.2 % of the supply voltage. This definition
of time constant only holds good when the capacitor was initially unchanged. Again, at the instant of switching on
the circuit i.e. t = 0, there will be no voltage developed across the capacitor. This can also be proved from equation
(ii).
it

as

I0.

Now

at

any

So initial current through the circuit is, V/R and let us consider
instant,
current
through
the
circuit
will
be,

Now when, t = Rc
the circuit current.
So at the instant when, current through the capacitor is 36.7 % of
the initial current, is also known as time constant of the RC circuit. The time constant is normally denoted will τ
(taw). Hence,
Transient During Discharging a Capacitor
Now, suppose the capacitor is fully charged, i.e. voltage at capacitor is equal to the voltage of source. Now if the
voltage source is disconnected and instead two terminals of the battery are short circuited, the capacitor will stared
discharging means, unequal distribution of electrons between two plates will be equalized through the short circuit
path. The process of equaling electrons concentration in two plates will continue until the voltage at capacitor
becomes zero. This process is known as discharging of capacitor. Now we will examine the transient behaviorf
capacitor during discharging. Now, from the above circuit by applying Kirchhoff Current Law,
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we get,

from

Integrating both sides we get,

initial

value.

Now,

at

the

time

of

K is the constant which can be determined
short
circuiting
the
capacitor,

Now, from equation (iii), by applying t =
τ = RC we get,

Again, circuit current at that time i.e. τ = RC,

Thus at time constant of capacitor, both capacitor voltage, ϑ_c
and current i are reduced to 36.8 % of their initial value
Response of a series R-L-C circuit due to a dc voltage source

In this circuit, the three components are all in series with the voltage source. The governing differential equation
can be found by substituting into Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL) the constitutive equation for each of the three
elements. From KVL,

where

are the voltages across R, L and C respectively and

is the time varying voltage from the

source. Substituting in the constitutive equations,

For the case where the source is an unchanging voltage, differentiating and dividing by L leads to the second order
differential equation:
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This can usefully be expressed in a more generally applicable form:

and

are both in units of angular frequency.

is called the neper frequency, or attenuation, and is a measure

of how fast thetransient response of the circuit will die away after the stimulus has been removed. Neper occurs in
the name because the units can also be considered to be nepers per second, neper being a unit of attenuation.

is

the angular resonance frequency.[3]
For the case of the series RLC circuit these two parameters are given by:[4]

A useful parameter is the damping factor, , which is defined as the ratio of these two; although,
sometimes

is referred to as the damping factor and

is not used.[5]

In the case of the series RLC circuit, the damping factor is given by,

The value of the damping factor determines the type of transient that the circuit will exhibit.
The differential equation for the circuit solves in three different ways depending on the value of . These are
underdamped (
), overdamped (
) and critically damped (
). The differential equation has
thecharacteristic equation,

The roots of the equation in s are,[7]

The general solution of the differential equation is an exponential in either root or a linear superposition of
both,
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The coefficients A1 and A2 are determined by the boundary conditions of the specific problem being analysed. That
is, they are set by the values of the currents and voltages in the circuit at the onset of the transient and the presumed
value they will settle to after infinite time.
Overdamped response
The overdamped response (

)

The overdamped response is a decay of the transient current without oscillation.
Underdamped response
The underdamped response (

)

By applying standard trigonometric identities the two trigonometric functions may be expressed as a single
sinusoid with phase shift,[12]

The frequency

is given by,

This is called the damped resonance frequency or the damped natural frequency. It is the frequency the circuit will
naturally oscillate at if not driven by an external source. The resonance frequency, , which is the frequency at
which the circuit will resonate when driven by an external oscillation, may often be referred to as the undamped
resonance frequency to distinguish it.
Critically damped response
The critically damped response (

) is,[14]

The critically damped response represents the circuit response that decays in the fastest possible time without
going into oscillation. This consideration is important in control systems where it is required to reach the desired
state as quickly as possible without overshooting. D1 and D2 are arbitrary constants determined by boundary
conditions.
Laplace domain
The series RLC can be analyzed for both transient and steady AC state behavior using the Laplace transform.[16] If
the voltage source above produces a waveform with Laplace-transformed V(s) (where s is the complex
frequency
), KVL can be applied in the Laplace domain:

Where I (s) is the Laplace-transformed current through all components. Solving for I(s):
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And rearranging, we have that

Laplace Transforms
Laplace transformation reduces the problem of solving a dif- ferential equation to an algebraic
problem

Definition of Laplace Transform
The Laplace transform is a frequency-domain approach for continuous time signals irrespective of whether
the system is stable or unstable. The Laplace transform of a function f(t), defined for all real numbers t ≥ 0, is
the function F(s) . where s is a complex number frequency parameter
, with real numbers σ and ω.
Let f(t) be the function of t, time for all t ≥ 0 Then the Laplace transform of f(t), F(s) can be defined as
Provided that the integral exists. Where the Laplace Operator, s = σ+jω; will
be real or complex j= √(-1) .
Inverse Laplace transform
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Disadvantages of the Laplace Transformation Method
Laplace transforms can only be used to solve complex differential equations and, it does have a disadvantage,
that this method can be used to solve differential equations with known constants.
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UNIT 3
NETWORK FUNCTIONS
Each of the circuits in this problem set is represented by a network function. Network functions are defined, in
the frequency-domain, to be quotient obtained by dividing the phasor corresponding to the circuit output by
the phasor corresponding to the circuit input. We calculate the network function of a circuit by representing
and analyzing the circuit in the frequency-domain. All the systems are designed to produce a particular output,
when the input is applied to it. The system parameters perform some operation on the applied input, in order to
produce the required output. The mathematical indication of cause and effect relationship existing between
input and output of a system is called the system function or transfer function of the system. The Laplace
transform plays an important role in defining the system function.
The concept of complex frequency s
The complex frequency s is, in general, a complex number,
where
represents the imaginary unit: is the exponential decay constant (in radians per second), and
is the sinusoidal angular frequency (also in radians per second).
Terminal pairs or poles
A pair of terminals through which a current may enter or leave a network is known as a port. Two-terminal
devices or elements (such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors) result in one-port networks. Most of the
circuits we have dealt with so far are two-terminal or one-port circuits, represented in Figure 2(a). We have
considered the voltage across or current through a single pair of terminals—such as the two terminals of a
resistor, a capacitor, or an inductor. We have also studied four-terminal or two-port circuits involving op
amps, transistors, and transformers, as shown in Figure 2(b). In general, a network may have n ports. A port is
an access to the network and consists of a pair of terminals; the current entering one terminal leaves through
the other terminal so that the net current entering the port equals zero

Figure 2: (a) One-port network, (b) two-port network.
Thus, a two-port network has two terminal pairs acting as access points. As shown in Figure 2(b), the current
entering one terminal of a pair leaves the other terminal in the pair. Three-terminal devices such as transistors
can be configured into two-port networks.
Our study of two-port networks is for at least two reasons. First, such networks are useful in communications,
control systems, power systems, and electronics. For example, they are used in electronics to model
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transistors and to facilitate cascaded design. Second, knowing the parameters of a two-port network enables
us to treat it as a ―black box‖ when embedded within a larger network.
To characterize a two-port network requires that we relate the terminal quantities V1, V2, I1, and I2 in Figure
2 (b), out of which two are independent. The various terms that relates these voltages and currents are called
parameters. Our goal in this chapter is to derive six sets of these parameters. We will show the relationship
between these parameters and how two-port networks can be connected in series, parallel, or cascade. As with
op amps, we are only interested in the terminal behavior of the circuits. And we will assume that the two-port
circuits contain no independent sources, although they can contain dependent sources. Finally, we will apply
some of the concepts developed in this chapter to the analysis of transistor circuits and synthesis of ladder
network.
Network Function
It is the relationship between the Laplace Transform of excitation to the Laplace Transform of the response
in an electrical network. This network function can be analyzed using the “pole-zero” concept. A network
function is characterized or depends on following factors:





Driving point impedance and admittance
Transfer impedance and admittance
Voltage and current transfer ratio
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RESTRICTION ON POLE AND ZERO LOCATIONS OF NETWORK FUNCTION
The following are the restrictions on pole and zero location of network function:

(a) The co-efficient of the polynomials of numerator and denominator of the network function H (s) must
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

be real and positive.
Poles and zeros, if complex or imaginary, must occur in conjugate pairs.
The real parts of all poles and zeros must be zero or negative.
The polynomial of the numerator or denominator cannot have any missing term between those of
highest and lowest order values unless all even order or all odd order terms are missing.
The degree of the numerator or the denominator polynomial may differ by zero or one only.
The lowest degree in numerator and denominator may differ in degree by at the most one.

Network Functions:
A network function is the Laplace transform of an impulse response. Its format is a ratio of two polynomials of
the complex frequencies. Consider the general two-port network shown in Figure 2.2a. The terminal voltages and
currents of the two-port can be related by two classes of network functions, namely, the driving point functions
and the transfer functions.

The driving point functions relate the voltage at a port to the current at the same port. Thus, these functions are a
property of a single port. For the input port the driving point impedance function ZIN(s) is defined as:
This function can be measured by observing the current IIN when the input port is driven by a voltage source VIN
(Figure 2.2b). The driving point admittance function YIN(s) is the reciprocal of the impedance function, and is
given by:

The output port driving point functions are denned in a similar way. The transfer functions of the two-port relate
the voltage (or current) at one port to the voltage (or current) at the other port. The possible forms of transfer
functions are: The voltage transfer function, which is a ratio of one voltage to another voltage. The current
transfer function, which is a ratio of one current to another current. The transfer impedance function, which is the
ratio of a voltage to a current. The transfer admittance function, which is the ratio of a current to a voltage.The
voltage transfer functions are defined with the output port an open circuit, as:
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To evaluate the voltage gain, for example, the output voltage V O is measured with the input port driven by a
voltage source VIN . The other three types of transfer functions can be defined in a similar manner. Of the four
types of transfer functions, the voltage transfer function is the one most often specified in the design of filters.
The functions defined above, when realized using resistors, inductors, capacitors, and active devices, can be
shown to be the ratios of polynomials in s with real coefficients. This is so because the network functions are
obtained by solving simple algebraic node equations, which involve at most the terms R, sL, sC and their
reciprocals. The active device, if one exists, the solution still involves only the addition and multiplication of
simple terms, which can only lead to a ratio of polynomials in s. In addition, all the coefficients of the numerator
and denominator polynomials will be real. Thus, the general form of a network function is:

and all the coefficients a i and bi are real. If the numerator and denominator polynomials are factored, an alternate
form of H(s) is obtained:

In this expression z1, z2, ..., zn are called the zeros of H(s), because H(s) = 0 when s = zi. The roots of the
denominator pl, p2, ..., pm are called the poles of H(s). It can be seen that H(s) = ∞ at the poles, s = pi.
The poles and zeros can be plotted on the complex s plane (s = σ + jω), which has the real part σ for the abscissa,
and the imaginary part jω for the ordinate (Figure 2.3).
We have already seen that network functions are ratios of polynomials in s with real coefficients. A consequence
of this property is that complex poles (and zeros) must occur in conjugate pairs. To demonstrate this fact consider
a complex root at (s = -a – jb) which leads to the factor (s + a + jb) in the network function. The jb term will make
some of the coefficients complex in the polynomial, unless the conjugate of the complex root at (s = -a + jb) is
also present in the polynomial. The product of a complex factor and its conjugate is

which can be seen to have real coefficients
Further important properties of network functions are obtained by restricting the networks to be stable, by which
we mean that a bounded input excitation to the network must yield a bounded response. Put differently, the output
of a stable network cannot be made to increase indefinitely by the application of a bounded input excitation.
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Passive networks are stable by their very nature, since they do not contain energy sources that might inject
additional energy into the network. Active networks, however, do contain energy sources that could join forces
with the input excitation to make the output increase indefinitely. Such unstable networks, however, have no use
in the world of practical filters and are therefore precluded from all our future discussions.
A convenient way of determining the stability of the general network function H(s) is by considering its response
to an impulse function, which is obtained by taking the inverse Laplace transform of the partial fraction expansion
of the function.
If the network function has a simple pole on the real axis, the impulse response due to it (for t >= 0) will have the
form:

Suppose H(s) has a pair of complex conjugate poles at s = a +/- jb. The contribution to the impulse response due
to this pair of poles is

Now if a is positive, corresponding to poles in the right half s plane, the response is seen to be an exponentially
increasing sinusoid (Figure 2.4b). Therefore, H(s) cannot have poles in the right half s plane. An additional
restriction on the poles of H(s) is that any poles on the imaginary axis must be simple.
Similarly, it can be shown that higher order poles on the
cause the network to be unstable. From the above discussion we
the following factored form:

jω axis will also
see that H(s) has

where N(s) is the numerator polynomial and the constants associated with the denominator a i, ck, and dk are real
and nonnegative. The (s + ai) terms represent poles on the negative real axis and the second order terms represent
complex conjugate poles in the left half s plane. It is easy to see that the product of these factors can only lead to a
polynomial, all of whose coefficients are real and positive; moreover, none of the coefficients may be zero unless
all the even or all the odd terms are missing
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The network functions of all passive networks and all stable activeMust be rational functions in s with real
coefficients. May not have poles in the right half s plane. May not have multiple poles on the jω axis.
Example: Check to see whether the following are stable network functions:

The first function cannot be realized by a stable network because one of the coefficients in the denominator
polynomial is negative. It can easily be verified that the poles are in the right half s plane.
The second function is stable. The poles are on the jω axis (at s = +/- 2j) and are simple. Note that the function
has a zero in the right half s plane; however, this does not violate any of the requirements on network functions.
Properties of Driving Point (Positive Real) Functions:
Positive
Real
Function:
These conditions are required to satisfy to be positive realness

coefficients of the numerator and denominator polynomials is real and positive.
The poles and zeros of Y(s) have either negative or zero real parts, i.e., Y(s) not have poles or zeros in
the right half s plane.
Poles of Y(s) on the imaginary axis must be simple and their residues must be real and positive, i.e.,
Y(s) not has multiple poles or zeros on the jω axis. The same statement applies to the poles of l/Y(s).
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The degrees of the numerator and denominator polynomials in
Y(s) differ at
most by 1. Thus the number of finite poles and finite zeros of Y(s) differ at
most by 1.
The terms of lowest degree in the numerator and
denominator
polynomials of Y(s) differ in degree at most by 1. So Y(s) has neither multiple
poles nor zeros at the origin.
There be no missing terms in numerator and denominator polynomials unless all even or all odd terms
are missing.
Hurwitz Polynomial:
A polynomial p(s) is said to be Hurwitz if all the roots of p(s) are located in the open left half (LH) s-plane (not
including the imaginary axis).
Let p(s) be the polynomial in question. Assume first that p(s) is neither an even nor an odd polynomial. To test
whether such a polynomial p(s) is indeed a Hurwitz polynomial, we may use the Hurwitz test.
First decompose p(s) into its even and odd parts, M(s) and N(s), respectively, as p(s) = M(s) + N(s).
Using M(s) and N(s) we form the test ratio T(s), whose numerator has a higher degree than that of its
denominator. Suppose that p(s) is a polynomial of degree d. Then

Next, we perform the continued fraction expansion about infinity on the test ratio T(s), removing one pole at a
time in the form of a quotient qs, resulting in:

where qis is the ith quotient, and qi, is the associated coefficient.
If there is one or more quotients with negative coefficients, then p(s) is neither a Hurwitz nor a modified Hurwitz
polynomial.
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On the other hand, if there are d quotients (d = d^) and every quotient has a positive coefficient, then p(s) is a
Hurwitz polynomial.
Finally, if the number of quotient d^ is less than d but every quotient has a positive coefficient, this means that
there is a common factor k(s) between M(s) and N(s). Hence, we can write p(s) as:
Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion:
A tabular method can be used to determine the stability when the roots of a higher order characteristic polynomial
are difficult to obtain. For an nth-degree polynomial

the table has n + 1 rows and the following structure:

where the elements and can be computed as follows:

In the first column, there are two sign changes, thus there are two non-negative roots where the system is
unstable. Sometimes the presence of poles on the imaginary axis creates a situation of marginal stability. The row
of polynomial which is just above the row containing the zeroes is called "Auxiliary Polynomial".
System Poles and Zeros:
The transfer function provides a basis for determining important system response characteristics without solving
the complete differential equation. As defined, the transfer function is a rational function in the complex variable s
= σ + jω, that is
Where the numerator and denominator polynomials, N(s) and D(s), have real coefficients defined by the system’s
differential equation and K = bm/an. As written in the zi’s are the roots of the equation N(s) =0 are defined to be
the system zeros and the roots of the equation D(s) = 0,and are defined to be the system poles.
If all of the coefficients of polynomials N(s) and D(s) are real, therefore the poles and zeros must be either purely
real, or appear in complex conjugate pairs. In general for the poles, either pi = σi, or else pi, pi+1 = σi+jωi. The
existence of a single complex pole without a corresponding conjugate pole would generate complex coefficients
in the polynomial D(s). Similarly, the system zeros are either real or appear in complex conjugate pairs.
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.

The pole-zero plot for a typical third-order system with one real pole and a complex conjugate pole pair, and a
single real zero.
The Pole-Zero Plot
A system is characterized by its poles and zeros in the sense that they allow reconstruction of the input/output
differential equation. In general, the poles and zeros of a transfer function may be complex, and the system
dynamics may be represented graphically by plotting their locations on the complex s-plane, whose axes represent
the real and imaginary parts of the complex variable s. Such plots are known as pole-zero plots. It is usual to mark
a zero location by a circle (◦) and a pole location a cross (×).
System Stability:
The stability of a linear system may be determined directly from its transfer function. An nth order linear system
is asymptotically stable only if all of the components in the homogeneous response from a finite set of initial
conditions decay to zero as time increases.
In order for a linear system to be stable, all of its poles must have negative real parts that are they must all lie
within the left-half of the s-plane. An ―unstable‖ pole, lying in the right half of the s-plane, generates a
component in the system homogeneous response that increases without bound from any finite initial conditions. A
system having one
or more poles lying on the imaginary axis of the s-plane has non-decaying oscillatory components in its
homogeneous response, and is defined to be marginally stable.
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UNIT IV
NETWORK PARAMETERS
TWO PORT NETWORK:
A pair of terminals through which a current may enter or leave a network is known as a port. Two-terminal
devices or elements (such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors) result in one-port networks. Most of the circuits
we have dealt with so far are two-terminal or one-port circuits, represented in Figure 2(a). We have considered
the voltage across or current through a single pair of terminals—such as the two terminals of a resistor, a
capacitor, or an inductor. We have also studied four-terminal or two-port circuits involving op amps, transistors,
and transformers, as shown in Figure 2(b). In general, a network may have n ports. A port is an access to the
network and consists of a pair of terminals; the current entering one terminal leaves through the other terminal so
that the net current entering the port equals zero.

Figure 2: (a) One-port network, (b) two-port network.

A pair of terminals through which a current may enter or leave a network is known as a port. A port is an access
to the network and consists of a pair of terminals; the current entering one terminal leaves through the other
terminal so that the net current entering the port equals zero. There are several reasons why we should study
two-ports and the parameters that describe them. For example, most circuits have two ports. We may apply an
input signal in one port and obtain an output signal from the other port. The parameters of a two-port network
completely describes its behaviour in terms of the voltage and current at each port. Thus, knowing the
parameters of a two port network permits us to describe its operation when it is connected into a larger network.
Two-port networks are also important in modeling electronic devices and system components. For example, in
electronics, two-port networks are employed to model transistors and Op-amps. Other examples of electrical
components modeled by two-ports are transformers and transmission lines.
Four popular types of two-ports parameters are examined here: impedance, admittance, hybrid, and transmission.
We show the usefulness of each set of parameters, demonstrate how they are related to each other

IMPEDANCE PARAMETERS:
Impedance and admittance parameters are commonly used in the synthesis of filters. They are also useful in the
design and analysis of impedance-matching networks and power distribution networks. We discuss impedance
parameters in this section and admittance parameters in the next section.
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A two-port network may be voltage-driven as in Figure 3 (a) or current-driven as in Figure 3(b). From either
Figure 3(a) or (b), the terminal voltages can be related to the terminal currents as
V1=Z11I1+Z12I2
V2=Z21I1+Z22I2
Or in matrix form as
Where the z terms are called the impedance parameters, or simply z parameters, and have units of ohms.

The values of the parameters can be evaluated by setting I1 = 0 (input port open-circuited) or I2 = 0 (output port
open-circuited).

Since the z parameters are obtained by open-circuiting the input or output port, they are also called the opencircuit impedance parameters. Specifically,
z11 = Open-circuit input impedance
z12 = Open-circuit transfer impedance from port 1 to port 2 z21 =
Open-circuit transfer impedance from port 2 to port 1 z22 =
Open-circuit output impedance
We obtain z11 and z21 by connecting a voltage V1 (or a current source I1) to port 1 with port 2 open-circuited as
in Figure 4 and finding I1 and V2; we then get

Determination of the z parameters: (a) finding z11 and z21 (b) finding z12 and z22.
Z
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1
1
I1
V
2

Z21 =
I1
we obtain z12 and z22 by connecting a voltage V2 (or a current source I2) to port 2 with port 1 open-circuited as in
Figure 4) and finding I2 and V1; we then get
V

V

2

1

Z
12

,
I2

Z

2
2
I2

The above procedure provides us with a means of calculating or measuring the z parameters. Sometimes z11 and
z22 are called driving-point impedances, while z21 and z12 are called transfer impedances. A driving-point
impedance is the input impedance of a two-terminal (one-port) device. Thus, z11 is the input driving-point
impedance with the output port open-circuited, while z22 is the output driving-point impedance with the input
port open circuited.
When z11 = z22, the two-port network is said to be symmetrical. This implies that the network has mirror like
symmetry about some center line; that is, a line can be found that divides the network into two similar
halves.When the two-port network is linear and has no dependent sources, the transfer impedances are equal (z12
= z21), and the two-port is said to be reciprocal. This means that if the points of excitation and response are
interchanged, the transfer impedances remain the same. A two-port is reciprocal if interchanging an ideal voltage
source at one port with an ideal ammeter at the other port gives the same ammeter reading.
ADMITTANCE PARAMETERS:
In the previous section we saw that impedance parameters may not exist for a two-port network. So there is a
need for an alternative means of describing such a network. This need is met by the second set of parameters,
which we obtain by expressing the terminal currents in terms of the terminal voltages. In either Figure 5(a) or
(b), the terminal currents can be expressed in terms of the terminal voltages as

: Determination of the y parameters: (a) finding y11 and y21, (b) finding y12 and y22.
I1=Y11V1+Y12V2
I2=Y21V1+Y22V2
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Or in matrix form as

The y terms are known as the admittance parameters (or, simply, y parameters) and have units of Siemens
The values of the parameters can be determined by setting V1 = 0 (input port short-circuited) or V2 = 0 (output
port short-circuited). Thus,

Since the y parameters are obtained by short-circuiting the input or output port, they are also called the shortcircuit admittance parameters. Specifically,
y11 = Short-circuit input admittance
y12 = Short-circuit transfer admittance from port 2 to port 1 y21 =
Short-circuit transfer admittance from port 1 to port 2 y22 =
Short-circuit output admittance
We obtain y11 and y21 by connecting a current I1 to port 1 and short-circuiting port 2 and finding V1And I2.
Similarly, we obtain y12 and y22 by connecting a current source I2 to port 2 and short-circuiting port 1 and finding
I1 and V2, and then getting
This procedure provides us with a means of calculating or measuring the y parameters. The impedance and
admittance parameters are collectively referred to as immittance parameters
HYBRID PARAMETERS:
The z and y parameters of a two-port network do not always exist. So there is a need for developing another set
of parameters. This third set of parameters is based on making V1 and I2 the dependent variables. Thus, we
obtain

Or in matrix form,

The h terms are known as the hybrid parameters (or, simply, h parameters) because they are a hybrid
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combination of ratios. They are very useful for describing electronic devices such as transistors; it is much easier
to measure experimentally the h parameters of such devices than to measure their z or y parameters. The hybrid
parameters are as follows.
It is evident that the parameters h11, h12, h21, and h22 represent an impedance, a voltage gain, a current gain, and
an admittance, respectively. This is why they are called the hybrid parameters. To be specific,
h11 = Short-circuit input impedance h12 =
Open-circuit reverse voltage gain h21 = Shortcircuit forward current gain h22 = Open-circuit
output admittance
The procedure for calculating the h parameters is similar to that used for the z or y parameters. We apply a
voltage or current source to the appropriate port, short-circuit or open-circuit the other port, depending on the
parameter of interest, and perform regular circuit analysis
TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS:

Since there are no restrictions on which terminal voltages and currents should be considered independent and
which should be dependent variables, we expect to be able to generate many sets of parameters. Another set of
parameters relates the variables at the input port to those at the output port.

Thus,

The above Equations are relating the input variables (V1 and I1) to the output variables (V2 and −I2). Notice that
in computing the transmission parameters, −I2 is used rather than I2, because the current is considered to be
leaving the network, as shown in Figure 6. This is done merely for conventional reasons; when you cascade twoports (output to input), it is most logical to think of I2 as leaving the two-port. It is also customary in the power −
industry to consider I2 as leaving the two-port.

Terminal variables used to define the ABCD parameters.
The two-port parameters in above Eqs. provide a measure of how a circuit transmits voltage and current from a
source to a load. They are useful in the analysis of transmission lines (such as cable and fiber) because they
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express sending-end variables (V1 and I1) in terms of the receiving-end variables (V2 and −I2). For this reason,
they are called transmission parameters. They are also known as ABCD parameters. They are used in the design
of telephone systems, microwave networks, and radars.
The transmission parameters are determined as

Thus, the transmission parameters are called, specifically,
A = Open-circuit voltage ratio
B = Negative short-circuit transfer impedance
C = Open-circuit transfer admittance
D = Negative short-circuit current ratio
A and D are dimensionless, B is in ohms, and C is in siemens. Since the transmission parameters provide a direct
relationship between input and output variables, they are very useful in cascaded networks.
Condition of symmetry:A two port network is said to be symmetrical if the ports can be interchanged without port voltages and currents
Condition of reciprocity:A two port network is said to be reciprocal, if the rate of excitation to response is invariant to an interchange of
the position of the excitation and response in the network. Network containing resistors, capacitors and inductors
are generally reciprocal
Condition for reciprocity and symmetry in two port parameters
In Z parameters
A network is termed to be reciprocal if the ratio of the response to the excitation remains unchanged even if the
positions of the response as well as the excitation are interchanged.
A two port network is said to be symmetrical it the input and the output port can be interchanged without altering
the port voltages or currents.

parameter
Z

Condition for reciprocity
Z12
Z21

Condition for symmetry
Z22
Z11

Y

Y12

Y11

h

h11

ABCD

AD

Y21
h21
BC

h
A

Y22
1
D

Interconnecting Two-Port Networks
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Two-port networks may be interconnected in various configurations, such as series, parallel, or cascade
connection, resulting in new two-port networks. For each configuration, certain set of parameters may be more
useful than others to describe the network. A series connection of two two-port networks a and b with opencircuit impedance parameters Za and Zb, respectively. In this configuration, we use the Z-parameters since
they are combined as a series connection of two impedances.

The Z-parameters of the series connection are Z 11=
Z11A + Z11B
Or in the matrix form [Z]=[ZA]+[ZB]
Parallel Connection
[Y] = [YA] + [YB]
Cascade Connection

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS:
Since the six sets of parameters relate the same input and output terminal variables of the same two-port network,
they should be interrelated. If two sets of parameters exist, we can relate one set to the other set. Let us
demonstrate the process with two examples.
Given the z parameters, let us obtain the y parameters.
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Comparing the above we have Y=[Z]-1.

Relation between parameters
x(t) =  sine waves .
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UNIT V
FILTERS AND FOURIER ANALYSIS OF AC CIRCUITS
PASSIVE FILTERS
Frequency-selective or filter circuits pass to the output only those input signals that are in a desired range of
frequencies (called pass band). The amplitude of signals outside this range of frequencies (called stop band) is
reduced (ideally reduced to zero). Typically in these circuits, the input and output currents are kept to a small
value and as such, the current transfer function is not an important parameter. The main parameter is the voltage
transfer function in the frequency domain, Hv (jω) = Vo/Vi . As Hv (jω) is complex number, it has both a
magnitude and a phase, filters in general introduce a phase difference between input and output signals. To
minimize the number of subscripts, hereafter, we will drop subscript v of Hv. Furthermore, we concentrate on the
the ”open-loop” transfer functions, Hvo, and denote this simply by H(jω).
Low-Pass Filters
An ideal low-pass ﬁlter’s transfer function is shown. The frequency between the pass- and-stop bands is called
the cut-oﬀ frequency (ωc). All of the signals with frequencies below ωc are transmitted and all other signals are
stopped.
In practical ﬁlters, pass and stop bands are not clearly deﬁned, |H(jω)| varies continuously from its maximum
toward zero. The cut-oﬀ frequency is, therefore, deﬁned as the frequency at which |H(jω)| is reduced to 1/√2 =
0.7 of its maximum value. This corresponds to signal power being reduced by 1/2 as P ∝ V 2.
Band-pass ﬁlters
A band pass ﬁlter allows signals with a range of frequencies (pass band) to pass through and attenuates signals
with frequencies outside this range.
Band
Constant – K Low Pass Filter
A network, either T or \[\pi\], is said to be of the constant-k type if Z1 and Z2 of the network satisfy the relation
Z1Z2 = k2 \
where Z1 and Z2 are impedance in the T and \[\pi\] sections as shown in Fig.17.8. Equation 17.20 states that
Z1 and Z2 are inverse if their product is a constant, independent of frequency. k is a real constant, that is the
resistance. k is often termed as design impedance or nominal impedance of the constant k-filter.
The constant k, T or \[\pi\] type filter is also known as the prototype because other more complex networks can
be derived from it.
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where Z1 = jωL and Z2 = 1/jωC. Hence Z1Z2= \[{L \over C}={k^2}\] which is independent of frequency
The pass band can be determined graphically. The reactances of Z1 and 4Z2 will vary with frequency as drawn in
Fig.30.2. The cut-off frequency at the intersection of the curves Z1 and 4Z2 is indicated as ƒc. On the X-axis as
Z1 = -4Z2 at cut-off frequency, the pass band lies between the frequencies at which Z1 = 0, and Z1=-4Z2.

All the frequencies above ƒc lie in a stop or attenuation band
The characteristic impedance of a \[\pi\]-network is given by

Constant K-High Pass Filter
Constant K-high pass filter can be obtained by changing the positions of series and shunt arms of the networks
shown in Fig.30.1. The prototype high pass filters are shown in Fig.30.5, where Z1 =-j/ωC and Z2 = jωL.
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Again, it can be observed that the product of Z1 and Z2 is independent of frequency, and the filter design obtained
will be of the constant k type.
The plot of characteristic impedance with respect to frequency is shown

m-Derived T-Section
It is clear from previous chapter Figs 30.3 & 30.7 that the attenuation is not sharp in the stop band for k-type
filters. The characteristic impedance, Z0 is a function of frequency and varies widely in the transmission
band. Attenuation can be increased in the stop band by using ladder section, i.e. by connecting two or more
identical sections. In order to join the filter sections, it would be necessary that their characteristic impedance be
equal to each other at all frequencies. If their characteristic impedances match at all frequencies, they would also
have the same pass band. However, cascading is not a proper solution from a practical point of view. This is
because practical elements have a certain resistance, which gives rise to attenuation in the pass band
also. Therefore, any attempt to increase attenuation in stop band by cascading also results in an increase of ‘a’ in
the pass band. If the constant k section is regarded as the prototype, it is possible to design a filter to have rapid
attenuation in the stop band, and the same characteristic impedance as the prototype at all frequencies. Such a
filter is called m-derived filter. Suppose a prototype T-network shown in Fig.31.1 (a) has the series arm
modified as shown in Fig.31.1 (b), where m is a constant. Equating the characteristic impedance of the networks
in we have
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Z0T = Z0T’
where Z0T’ is the characteristic impedance of the modified (m-derived) T-network.
Thus m-derived section can be obtained from the prototype by modifying its series and shunt arms. The same
technique can be applied to \[\pi\] section network. Suppose a prototype p-network shown in Fig.31.3 (a) has the
shunt arm modified as shown in Fig.31.3 (b).

The characteristic impedances of the prototype and its modified sections have to be equal for matching.
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the characteristic impedance of the modified (m-derived) \[\pi\]-network

the series arm of the m-derived \[\pi\] section is a parallel combination of mZ1 and 4mZ2/1-m2

m-Derived Low Pass Filter
In Fig.31.5, both m-derived low pass T and \[\pi\] filter sections are shown. For the T-section shown Fig.31.5
(a), the shunt arm is to be chosen so that it is resonant at some frequency ƒ x above cut-off frequency ƒc its
impedance will be minimum or zero. Therefore, the output is zero and will correspond to infinite attenuation at
this particular frequency.
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The variation of attenuation for a low pass m-derived section can be verified
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M-derived High Pass Filter
If the shunt arm in T-section is series resonant, it offers minimum or zero impedance. Therefore, the output is
zero and, thus, at resonance frequency, or the frequency corresponds to infinite attenuation.

the m-derived \[\pi\]-section, the resonant circuit is constituted by the series arm inductance and capacitance.
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Fourier Series and Fourier Integrals
The type of series that can represent a a much larger class of functions is called Fourier Series. These series have
the form
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The coefficients an and bn are called Fourier coefficients. this series represents a periodic function with period T.
To represent function f(x) in this way, the function has to be (1) periodic with just a finite number of maxima and
minima within one period and just a finite number of discontinuities, (2) the integral over one period of |f(x)|
must converge. If these conditions are satisfied and one period of f(x) is given on an interval (x0, x0 + T), the
Fourier coefficients an and bn can be computed using the above formulae.
Fourier Transformation
The Fourier transform is an integral operator meaning that it is defined via an integral and that it maps one
function to the other. If you took a differential equations course, you may recall that the Laplace transform is
another integral operator you may have encountered. The Fourier transform represents a generalization of the
Fourier series. Recall that the Fourier series is f(t) = P∞ n=−∞ cne 2nπit T . The sequence cn can be regarded as
a function of n and is called Fourier spectrum of f(t). We can think of c(n) being another representation of f(t),
meaning that f(t) and c(n) are different representations of the same object. Indeed: given f(t) the coefficients c(n)
can be computed and, conversely, given c(n), the Fourier series with coefficients c(n) defines a function f(t). We
can plot c(n) as a function of n (and get a set of infinitely many equally spaced points). In this case we think of c
as a function of n, the wave number. We can also think of c as a function of ω = 2nπ T , the frequency. Note that
if T is large, then ω is small and the function T cn becomes a continuous function of ω for T → ∞. Note also that
if we let T → ∞, the requirement that f(t) is periodic can be waved since the period becomes (−∞,∞). The Fourier
Transform F(ω) of f(t) is the limit of the continuous function √ 1 2π T cn when T → ∞.
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Linearity
The F.T. is linear:

Time/Frequency Duality
The duality property is one that is not shared by the Laplace transform. While slightly confusing perhaps at first,
it essentially doubles the size of our F.T. table. The duality property follows from the similarity of the forward
and inverse F.T. It states that if

then

where the function on the left is the function of time and the function on the right is the function of frequency.
Scaling Property
We have seen this for Laplace transforms: If

then

Time-Shift Property
If

then

Frequency-shift Property
This innocuous-looking property forms a basis for every radio and TV transmitter in the world! It simply
states that if

then

Convolution Property
If

then
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(where

is convolution) and

Time Differentiation
If

then

Time Integration
We saw above that

If

is zero mean (i.e.

) then
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